
 Wesco Boots Are Without Rival
                                                                          There are two factors that set Wesco boots apart from all other boots:  the quality of  materials we use and the details in our craftsmanship. 
                                                                          Wesco’s are made from top quality, full grain leather—this adds to the  comfort and longevity of  the boots. Our bootmakers work as a team, 
                                                                            hand-to-hand, and step-by step. It is in this 155-step process that we  have earned and maintained our reputation—we don’t take shortcuts 
                                                                                              or do anything that could compromise the quality of  our  boots. See the full Wesco boot story at www.wescoboots.com.

Rolled top facing using thinner, lesser quality leatherRolled leather top facing

Studs not mounted in grommets
Solid brass studs mounted in grommets 

to prevent pulling out of  leather

6-6 1/2 oz. full-grain leather6 1/2 -7 oz. full-grain leather

Partial leather gusset (does not go to top of  boot) 
only provides partial protection

Full leather gusset to top of  boot folded in three  
layers to provide complete shin protection

Full leather counter pocket with synthetic support
Full leather counter pocket with crush- and 

water-resistant Stytherm material in between

No nails for attaching soling material – just glueSpecialized shoemaking clinching nails

Rubber soleFull leather heel base

Non-corrosive steel shank
Non-corrosive, double-ribbed, slightly arched 

steel shank for comfort and maximum support

Thin urethane insole8 -8 1/2 iron full leather sweat-resistant insole (Approx. 3/16")

Cork filler9-9 1/2 iron full leather midsole (Approx. 3/16")

Combined soling material 1" thickCombined soling material 13/8" thick

6 1/2 oz. single leather vamp, cloth lining

All leather slip-in inserts Thin foam insert

Glued on outsole 
(uni-sole)

*Fully stitched  
through the outsole

Hard toe (Steel or composite  
safety toes are options.)

13 oz. (over 1/4") full leather vamp and  
leather lining provide double layer of  protection

A Wesco Boot Industry Standard Boot

*Our VoltFoe® electrical hazard boots are made with welt construction to meet new electrical industry standards.
The long wearing traction of  VIBRAM® is simply unsurpassed—the soles and heels of   
Wesco boots are VIBRAM® unless otherwise specified.
VIBRAM® and the Yellow Octagonal Label are registered trademarks of  Vibram S.p.A. of  Italy. Vibram USA, 
North Brookfield, MA, is the North American manufacturer of  VIBRAM® soling products under exclusive license.
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